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ABSTRACT
Income Taxation and Dual Job Labour
Supply
This paper examines the effects of increasing marginal tax rates on labour supply in a
setting in which workers may hold two jobs and may be constrained in their weekly hours
on their main jobs. A panel data, multi-equation labour supply model is estimated with
correction for tax system endogeneity and multi-sample selection in a correlated random
effects framework. Data come from the British Household Panel Survey. The effects of
counterfactual increases in marginal tax rates are obtained from Gauss-Seidel simulations
of labour supply embedded in a tax system with allowances, tax credits, and child benefits.
Labour supply to the main job is reduced by increased marginal tax rates while labour
supply to the second job is increased. On net total labour supply is reduced. These effects
diminish with increased marginal tax rates. In addition there are labour force withdrawal
effects as well as transitions from dual job holding to unitary job holding in response to
increased marginal tax rates.
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The effect of income taxation on labour supply has always been controversial, mostly
because it is not clear whether an increase in taxation would lead to a reduction or to an
increase in work effort. Assuming that leisure is a normal good, an increase in the income
tax rate could lead to an increase or a decrease in work effort depending on the relative
magnitudes of the income and substitution effects generated by the decrease in the after-tax
wage rate. The theoretical and empirical bases for determining the effects of income taxation
on labour supply are further complicated by factors such as marginal tax rate endogeneity,
kinked budget constraints arising from a graduated income tax system, dual job holding,
binding constraints on desired hours of work, and sample selection.
In this paper we seek to view the impacts of income taxation on dual job labour supply
in the UK through the lens of a Stone-Geary utility function that accommodates six mutually exclusive labour supply regimes defined by unitary/dual job holding status and the
direction of binding constraints on desired hours of work on one’s main job, i.e. underemployed/overemployed. Our approach takes account of the endogeneity of marginal tax rates,
sample selection, correlated random effects, and the lack of a closed-form solution to the
combined labour supply and income taxation system.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 1 is the literature review, Section 2 is
an overview of the income tax system in U.K., Section 3 illustrates the theoretical framework
used to derive our labour supply equations, Section 4 describes the data, Section 5 discusses
the methodology implemented to estimate labour supply, Section 6 explains the estimation
strategy for the counterfactual income tax policy, Section 7 presents the empirical findings,
and Section 9 concludes with some final remarks.

1

Literature Review

Due to the convexity of the budget constraint, the progressive nature of typical income
tax regimes adds an additional element of theoretical uncertainty about the labour supply
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effects of income taxes (Moffitt, 1990). Overall the previous literature has consistently found
very small (and negative) wage elasticities of labour supply suggesting that a change in the
marginal tax rate should not have a major impact on annual hours of work, at least for
men (Meghir and Phillips, 2008). However, recent work on dual job holding seems to point
to more elastic labour supply on the second job (Choe et al., 2018). As such, the level of
taxation could potentially have significant effects on the labour supply of dual job holders.
Only a handful of studies have examined the effect of taxation on the labour supply of dual
job holders. O’Connell (1979) finds that the elasticity of moonlighting hours with respect
to the tax rate is between -0.43 and -0.56. The negative tax elasticity suggests an upward
sloping supply curve for dual job holders. On the contrary, Hunt et al. (1985) conclude that
labour supply for dual job holders is backward bending: a one percentage point increase in
the marginal tax rate is expected to elicit about 3 additional hours of work per year in the
second-job. Considering that on average dual job holders work approximately only 390 hours
annually on their second job, one can conclude that changes in the tax regimes are expected
to have substantial effects on the second job. Using a unique policy change in Germany which
exempted earnings from the second job to any form of income taxation, Tazhitdinova (2017)
is able to identify the impact of a large tax reform on dual job holding. Using a differencein-difference procedure she found that the rate of dual job holding more than doubled and
that the participation elasticity on the second job was much higher than the participation
elasticity on the primary job. Frederiksen et al (2008) estimate labour supply functions for
Danish workers subject to a non-linear budget constraint with kinks arising from overtime
wage premiums and second job wage rates. They use sample distributions of the estimated
substitution and income elasticities to simulate four potential income tax reforms and their
effect on the public-sector revenue. They conclude that reducing the marginal tax rate for
the median income earner is the reform which is the closest to self-financing. Reducing the
marginal tax rates for high-income earners is relatively expensive.
While our emphasis is dual job holding, our paper can be placed in the line of prolific
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research initiated by Hausman (1985) and his work on labour supply and taxation in the
presence of a kinked budget constraint. In response to the common critique to Hausman’s
assumption that individuals cannot freely choose the location on the segment of the budget
line which maximises their income (MaCurdy et al., 1990), we control for whether the individual is bounded on the hours he can work on the main job. Contrary to Ham (1982),
which only controls for conditions of underemployment, we are able to identify in our data
if the respondent is underemployed or overemployed.
Following Rosen (1976) we treat the marginal tax rate as endogenous, and we estimate
instrumented and selectivity-corrected labour supply functions. Unfortunately, the marginal
tax rate is endogenous in a fairly complicated nonlinear way because of features of graduated income tax systems such as earnings-based tax credits, tax allowances, and child tax
benefits. For example, a change in income tax rates affects labour supply which impacts
labour earnings which in turn impacts tax bands. Thus, it is clear that there are no simple
analytic derivative expressions for obtaining the labour supply effects of exogenous changes
in statutory marginal tax rates. In the absence of closed-form solutions for the set of nonlinear equations comprising labour supply and a graduated income tax system, we use the
Gauss-Seidel algorithm methodology to obtain numerical solutions to counterfactual changes
in statutory marginal tax rates.
Conceptually, our theoretical approach bears some resemblance to the literature on the
effect of taxation on joint husband-wife labour supply (Hausman and Ruud, 1984). The
difference is that in our set-up the decision maker is the individual rather than the household,
and the individual allocates his working time over two jobs. Analogous to this literature that
found larger responses in the work intensity of wives than husbands (Aaberge et al., 1999;
Bourguignon and Magnac, 1990), we find that a change in the taxation rate does not have
substantial effects on the hours supplied to the main job, but its impacts on the hours
supplied to the second job are not trivial.
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2

Overview of the UK Income Tax System

Like many western economies, the British income tax system can be described as one of
progressive tax rates with allowances and tax credits including child benefits. The rates on
labour earnings are set on three income bands: starting rate, basic rate, and higher rate.
During the period from 1992 to 2008, both the starting rate and the basic rate have been
revised. The starting rate was lowered from 20% to 10% in 1990 while the basic rate dropped
gradually over time from 25% to 22% between 1995-6 and 2000-1. The higher rate remained
unchanged at 40% during this time period. Together with the decrease of the starting rate in
1990, there was a decrease in the annual maximum taxable income from £4500 to £1500 that
would make an individual eligible for the starting rate. Thus, while some individuals may
have seen a decrease in the amount of income taxes to be paid, many moved to the basic rate
and paid higher income taxes because of the reform. Different tax rates have been applied
to dividend and savings income. The basic rate on savings income has remained constant
at 20%. The basic rate of tax on dividends was 20% from 1993-4 to 1998-9 and 10% since
1999-00, when the higher rate of tax on dividends became 32.5%. However, an offsetting
dividend tax credit meant that the effective tax rates on dividends have been constant at
zero basic rate and 25% higher rate since 1993-4.
Taxable income is defined as the income after deduction of personal allowances. An
additional allowance of £1720 was permitted for married individuals or single parents with
at least 1 child. This additional allowance operated as a tax credit from the 1993-4 tax year to
1999-00. While personal deductions are typically not means tested, tax credits are based on
the income of the tax payer and/or the number of children. When family income reaches some
pre-set thresholds, the amount of benefits are reduced. The first U.K. tax credit program in
support of low paid workers with dependent children was the Family Income Supplement. In
1988 the Family Income Supplement was renamed the Family Credit. Initially, families with
children where there was at least one person working more than 24 hours a week were eligible
for the tax credit. In the first half of the 1990s, the hour requirement was lowered to 16.
6

In 1999 both the single parent allowance and Family Credit programs were terminated and
replaced with the Working Family Tax Credit. While these programs all shared the same
design, the level of generosity of the benefits increased over time. After the 2003 reform, the
working and family status conditions no longer had to be jointly satisfied. The Working Tax
Credit (WTC) program guaranteed that any working family, whether a childless couple or a
working family with dependents, would be eligible for a tax credit if their income was below
a first threshold level. The amount of the credit is reduced by 0.41 (withdraws rate) for each
pound above £6,420 until the credit is completely exhausted. In addition, individuals may
be entitled to a Child Tax Credit (CTC) if they are responsible for any child, independently
from whether they receive WTC. There is no pre-set income threshold above which the CTC
benefits begins to taper off (it depends on family circumstances). However for the majority
of claimants the threshold is £50,000.

3

Conceptual Framework

Consider a graduated three-band income tax system. Annual taxable income (Ytax ) is gross
income net of tax exempt allowances. The marginal labour and nonlabour income tax rates
for each band are respectively given by 0 < τw1 < τw2 < τw3 < 1, and 0 < τI1 < τI2 < τI3 < 1.
Indicator variables for one’s tax status are defined as

D1 = 1(0 < Ytax ≤ YU 1 )
D2 = 1(YU 1 < Ytax ≤ YU 2 )
D3 = 1(YU 2 < Ytax ),
where YU 1 and YU 2 are tax band boundary values such that 0 < YU 1 < YU 2 . One’s
annualised net income tax is calculated as
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T ax = D1 [τw1 (Ytax − 52I) + 52τI I] + D2 [τw1 YU 1 + τw2 (Ytax − 52I − YU 1 ) + 52τI2 I]
+ D3 [τw1 YU 1 + τw2 YU 2 + τw3 (Ytax − 52I − YU 2 ) + 52τI3 I] − T C,

where I is weekly nonlabour income and T C is the annual sum of tax credits. The marginal
tax rates on labour earnings and nonlabour income are given by

τw =τw1 D1 + τw2 D2 + τw3 D3
τI =τI1 D1 + τI2 D2 + τI3 D3 .

A nice example of modelling constrained labour supply in an explicit utility function
framework can be found in O’Leary (1991). This work examined labour supply of overemployed and underemployed workers in the context of Cobb-Douglas, Stone-Geary, and Constant Elasticity of Substitution utility functions. However, neither dual job holding nor
income taxation were considered. We generalise the theoretical dual job labour supply functions obtained from utility maximisation for a Stone-Geary Utility function (Choe et al.,
2018) to incorporate a graduated income tax system with tax allowances (deductions) and
tax credits. The weekly labour supply regimes for unconstrained and constrained dual and
unitary job holders are presented below in terms of after-tax weekly earnings on each job.
Unconstrained dual job holder
Consider utility maximisation for a multiple (dual) job holder who is not constrained in
their choice of working hours:
U = (γ1 − h∗1 )α1 (γ2 − h∗2 )α2 (y ∗ − γ3 )1−α1 −α2
8

(1)

where α1 , α2 , γ1 , γ2 , γ3 > 0, h∗m represents the time allocated to job m, and y ∗ is net (after
tax) income. The parameters γ1 and γ2 represent the upper bounds on the hours that can
be expended on jobs 1 and 2, and still have the utility function defined. They satisfy the
restriction
2
X

γm = T,

m=1

where T is the total time available for work and leisure. The parameter γ3 represents the
lower bound on the amount of income necessary for the utility function to be defined. The
terms (γm − h∗m ) , m = 1, 2 represent the times freed up by each job for leisure consumption.
Total consumption of leisure time ` is residually obtained as

` = T − h∗1 − h∗2
= γ1 + γ2 − h∗1 − h∗2
= (γ1 − h∗1 ) + (γ2 − h∗2 ) .

The economic problem facing the dual job holder can be stated as
max U = (γ1 − h∗1 )α1 (γ2 − h∗2 )α2 (y ∗ − γ3 )1−α1 −α2

h1 ,h2 ,y

∗

s.t. y =

2
X

"

Wm h∗m

+ I − D1 τw1

m=1

"

− D2 τw1 yu1 + τw2

2
X

!

Wm h∗m

#

− A + τI1 I

m=1
2
X

!

Wm h∗m

#

− A − yu1 + τI2 I

m=1

"

− D3 τw1 yu1 + τw2 yu2 + τw3

2
X

!

Wm h∗m

#

− A − yu2 + τI3 I + Tc ,

m=1

0 < h∗m < γm , m = 1, 2 and
2
X

h∗m ≤ T,

m=1

where Wm is the gross wage or pecuniary rewards to the mth job, I is exogenous (before tax)
non-labour income, A is the allowance for the amount of income exempt from taxes (applied
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first to individual earnings), and Tc is any applicable tax credit. The utility maximising dual
labour supply after-tax weekly earnings functions are given by



(1 − τw )W1 h∗1 =α1 γ3 − [D2 (τw2 − τw1 ) − D3 τw3 ] yu1 − D3 (τw3 − τw2 )yu2



− (1 − τI )I − τw A − (1 − τw )(γ1 W1 + γ2 W2 ) − Tc +γ1 (1 − τw )W1

(2)




(1 − τw )W2 h∗2 =α2 γ3 − [D2 (τw2 − τw1 ) − D3 τw3 ] yu1 − D3 (τw3 − τw2 )yu2




− (1 − τI )I − τw A − (1 − τw )(γ1 W1 + γ2 W2 ) − Tc +γ2 (1 − τw )W2 .


Unconstrained unitary job holders
For individuals who hold only one job, we then condition on h∗2 = 0:
max U = (γ1 − h∗1 )α1 (γ2 )α2 (y ∗ − γ3 )1−α1 −α2
h1 ,y

s.t. y ∗ = W1 h∗1 + I − D1 [τw1 (W1 h∗1 − A) + τI1 I]
− D2 [τw1 yu1 + τw2 (W1 h∗1 − A − yu1 ) + τI2 I]
− D3 [τw1 yu1 + τw2 yu2 + τw3 (W1 h∗1 − A − yu2 ) + τI3 I] + Tc ,
0 < h∗1 < γ1 ,
h∗1 ≤ T.
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(3)

The utility maximising unitary after-tax weekly earnings function is given by



α1
(1 − τw )W1 h∗1 =
γ3 − [D2 (τw2 − τw1 ) − D3 τw3 ] yu1 − D3 (τw3 − τw2 )yu2
1 − α2 





− (1 − τI )I − τw A − γ1 (1 − τw )W1 − Tc +γ1 (1 − τw )W1 .

(4)

Constrained dual job holder
Due to data restrictions we can only consider constrained labour supply on job 1, i.e.
workers are constrained either because they desire more hours on job 1 (underemployed) or
they desire fewer hours on job 1 (overemployed). Consequently, constrained dual job holders
are assumed to be working their desired hours on job 2 conditional on their constrained
hours in job 1. For an individual who is constrained at h1 = ḣ1 , the utility maximisation
problem becomes



max U = γ1 − ḣ1
h2 ,y

 α1

(γ2 − h∗2 )α2 (y ∗ − γ3 )1−α1 −α2
h





s.t. y ∗ = W1 ḣ1 + W2 h∗2 + I − D1 τw1 W1 ḣ1 + W2 h∗2 − A + τI1 I
h





− D2 τw1 yu1 + τw2 W1 ḣ1 + W2 h∗2 − A − yu1 + τI2 I
h



i

i


i

− D3 τw1 yu1 + τw2 yu2 + τw3 W1 ḣ1 + W2 h∗2 − A − yu2 + τI3 I + Tc ,
0 ≤ h∗2 < γ2 , 0 ≤ ḣ1 < γ1 , and
ḣ1 + h∗2 ≤ T,

While labour supply to job 1 is fixed at ḣ1 , the utility maximising labour supply after tax
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earnings function for job 2 is given by


α2 
(1 − τw )W2 h∗2 =
γ3 − [D2 (τw2 − τw1 ) − D3 τw3 ] yu1 − D3 (τw3 − τw2 )yu2
1 − α1 







− (1 − τI )I − τw A − (1 − τw ) W1 ḣ1 + γ2 W2 − T C +γ2 (1 − τw )W2

(5)

Constrained unitary job holder
For a constrained unitary job holder, hours worked (ḣ1 ) are treated as exogenous so there
is no labour supply equation to estimate.

4

Data

Our data are from the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) and span the years 1991
to 2008. Details of the construction of our estimation sample are reported in Choe et al.
(2018). The present paper focuses on how labour supply decisions are impacted by marginal
tax rate considerations in a dual job holding setting.
From an individual’s annualised taxable income Ytaxit , we determine their marginal income tax rates according to 3-band marginal tax rate schedules.1 Indicators for one’s tax
status and corresponding marginal tax rates are defined by

D1it = 1(0 < Ytaxit ≤ YU 1it )
D2it = 1(YU 1it < Ytaxit ≤ YU 2it )
D3it = 1(YU 2it < Ytaxit )
τwit = τw1it D1it + τw2it D2it + τw3it D3it
τIit = τI1it D1it + τI2 D2it + τI3it D3it .2

1

A 2-band marginal tax rate schedule was in effect only for the first year and last year of our data. For
these two years the tax status indicator D1it is unchanged; however, D3it = 0 and D2it = 1(YU 1it < Ytaxit ).
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Taxable income is calculated for each hours-constrained regime according to
2
X

Ytaxit = 52 ∗

!

Wmit hmit + Iit − Ait (unconstrained dual job holders)

m=1

= 52 ∗ (W1it h1it + Iit − Ait ) (unconstrained unitary job holders)




= 52 ∗ W1it ḣ1it + W2it h2it + Iit − Ait (constrained dual job holders).
Over the period 1991-92 to 1999-00, single parents were entitled to an additional tax
allowance. Also over the same period, married individuals were eligible for a tax credit.
A married couple was free to divide the tax credit between them in any way they wished.
Because we do not know how a couple might have divided the tax credit, and because it would
make sense to allocate most or all of the credit to the highest earner, we assign the full amount
of the tax credit to the husband. This was also the default by the UK tax authorities for any
married couple who did not elect to make an explicit division of the tax credit. Changes in
British tax law after 1993 treat dividend and savings income differently from other forms of
non-labour income. Since we are unable to identify the separate components of non-labour
income, we apply the savings marginal tax rates to the entire amount of non-labour income.
For purposes of tax and tax credit computations, we use the nominal values of wages
and income based on the applicable nominally valued tax tables. For purposes of model
estimation we adjust the wage and income variables for inflation using the Consumer Price
Index (base year = 2008). We denote the inflation corrected variables with superscript r.
Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics of the variables included in our analysis disaggregated by hour constraint and dual job status. We focus on male, working for pay only
individuals since self-employed individuals can generally set their hours to match their desired hours. Our sample consists of 46,928 observations over 8,405 individuals. Therefore,
on average each individual appears 5.6 times in our data. About 6 percent of the unitary
job observations refer to an episode of underemployment. More prevalent is the instance
of being overemployed with about 35 percent of the unitary job sample reporting that they
2

Lacking complete information on the “ownership” of non-labour income within a married/civil union
household, we assign all of the non-labour income to the sample individual.
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desired to work fewer hours on job 1. Among the total dual job observations, 9 percent
pertains to instances of underemployment and 31 percent to instances of overemployment.
The data confirm the reasonable expectation that overemployed individuals work more
hours on job 1 than both unconstrained and underemployed workers. On the other hand
underemployed workers work shorter workweeks. The difference in the hours worked on the
second job is not statistically significant across the three hour-constraint regimes. Overemployed workers consistently earn more on a weekly basis than the remaining two categories
of workers. This result is a combination of the fact that overworked individuals work more
hours and they earn a higher hourly wage.
In terms of demographics, individuals differ substantially across the labour regimes. Dual
job holders are younger than their unitary counterparts. Within each job holding category,
underemployed workers are the youngest and overemployed are the oldest. We do not observe
significant differences in the distribution of the individuals by educational attainment among
unconstrained, underemployed, and overemployed unitary job holders. Overall, about half
of our unitary job observations holds either a Level A or a Level O diplomas. Among dual
job holders, underemployed individuals tend to be more likely to hold Level A or Level O
diplomas, while overemployed tend to be more likely to hold advanced degrees such as higher
degrees and 1st degree. Underemployed unitary job holders are less likely to be married but
have the highest number of children. Underemployed dual job holders are also less likely to
be married but have the lowest number of children. Because of these differences in family
composition, there is little variation in the amount of tax credits across the 6 categories of
job holders.

5

Empirical Model

Our sample is partitioned according to six mutually exclusive outcomes: (1) unconstrained
dual job holders, (2) unconstrained unitary job holders, (3) constrained dual job holders
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desiring fewer hours on job 1 (overemployed), (4) constrained dual job holders desiring more
hours on job 1 (underemployed), (5) constrained unitary job holders desiring fewer hours
(overemployed), and (6) constrained unitary job holders desiring more hours (underemployed). Because constrained hours on job 1 are treated as exogenous, we are left with five
labour supply functions to estimate that span four selection regimes: h1 and h2 for case (1),
h1 for case (2), h2 for case (3), and h2 for case (4). Hours are measured as hours per week,
wages are measured as hourly wage rates, and non-labour and total income are measured on
a weekly basis. All monetary variables are expressed in terms of 2008 prices. Estimation of
the labour supply model to be used for evaluating labour supply effects of exogenous changes
in the income tax structure requires that we address two econometric issues: 1) sample selection with correlated random effects, and 2) endogeneity of the marginal tax rate and tax
credits.
The first stage of our panel data treatment of the dual labour supply model is estimation
of separate multinomial logit models for each data period. From these estimates we are able
to construct Inverse Mills Ratios (IMR’s) that will be added to the labour supply equations
for sample selection correction. Our analysis based on Choe and Oaxaca (2016) extends
the sample selection approaches of Lee (1983), Wooldridge(1995; 2010), and Dustmann and
Rochina-Barrachina (2007) to multivariate selection in a panel data setting. The second
stage is estimation of the fitted values of the endogenous variables involving the marginal
tax rate. The third stage is joint estimation of the instrumented selectivity-corrected labour
supply functions with cross-equation restrictions.
The multinomial logit model exogenous variables include the current values and the timeaveraged values common to all six hours-constrained regimes:

r
xit = (W1it
, Iitr , Ageit , Educit , MSit , DPit )



r

r



ω i = 1, W 1i , I i , Agei , Educi , MSi , DPi .
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where Age is the individual’s age, Educ is a vector of educational attainment dummy variables, MS is marital status (= 1 if married), DP is the number of dependent children, and
the elements of ω i are the sample means of the variables for each individual plus a constant
term.3
The probabilities associated with the six labour supply regimes are obtained from the
multinomial logit models separately estimated each period:

Pjit = P (sit = j | xit , ω̄i ) , j = 1, ..., 5, t = 1, ...Ti
= Λ (xit , ω̄i , βjt )
P0it = 1 −

5
X

Pijt ,

j=1

where sit is an index of labour supply regime, and βjt is the multinomial logit parameter
vector for labour supply regime j in period t. Let zjit = Φ−1 (Pjit ), where Φ−1 is the inverse
standard normal CDF. Thus, Φ (zjit ) = Pjit = Λ (xit , ω i , βjt ). Accordingly, the appropriate
φ (zjit )
IMR variables are derived as λjit =
. In practice the Inverse Mills Ratios (IMR’s) are
Φ (zjit )
replaced by the values obtained from the multinomial logit models estimated separately for
each period.
Following Choe et al. (2018), our empirical estimation is conducted for the earnings
version of the Stone-Geary labour supply model. We estimate the Stone-Geary model’s
boundary parameters γ1 , γ2 , and γ3 directly from our panel data sample. Let γ̃1 be the
highest integer value that satisfies hmax
< γ̃1 ≤ 1 + hmax
for the combined samples for all
1
1
workers who work job 1 over all periods; let γ̃2 be the highest integer value that satisfies
hmax
< γ̃2 ≤ 1 + hmax
for the combined samples for all workers who work job 2 over all
2
2
periods; and let γ̃3 be the lowest integer value that satisfies y r_ min − 1 ≤ γ̃3 < y r_ min for
the combined samples for all workers over all periods, where hmax
is the maximum observed
m
hours of work for job m and y r_ min = min{yitr } is the lowest observed inflation corrected
3

Because the marginal tax rates on earnings and nonlabour income are endogenous, we include only the
before-tax nonlabour income and real hourly earnings on the main job.
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after-tax weekly income. The value of real, net after-tax income yitr is obtained as
(unconstrained dual job holders)
yitr

=

2
X

2
X

"
r
Wmit
hmit

+

Iitr

− D1it τw1it

m=1

!
r
Wmit
hmit

−

Arit

#

+

τI1it Iitr

m=1
2
X

"
r
τw1it yu1
it

− D2it

+ τw2it

#

!
r
hmit
Wmit

−

Arit

−

r
yu1
it

+

τI2it Iitr

m=1
2
X

"
r
τw1it yu1
it

− D3it

+

r
τw2it yu2
it

+ τw3it

!
r
Wmit
hmit

−

Arit

−

r
yu2
it

#

+

τI3it Iitr

r
+ Tcit

m=1

(unconstrained unitary job holders)
r
r
= W1it
h1it + Iitr − D1it [τw1it (W1it
h1it − Arit ) + τI1it Iitr ]

h





r
r
r
− D2it τw1it yu1
+ τw2it W1it
h1it − Arit − yu1
+ τI2it Iitr
it
it

h



i


i

r
r
r
r
r
− D3it τw1it yu1
+ τw2it yu2
+ τw3it W1it
h1it − Arit − yu2
+ τI3it Iitr + Tcit
it
it
it

(constrained dual job holders)


h



r
r
r
r
ḣ1it + W2it
h2it − Arit + τI1it Iitr
= W1it
ḣ1it + W2it
h2it + Iitr − D1it τw1it W1it

h





r
r
r
r
− D2it τw1it yu1
+ τw2it W1it
ḣ1it + W2it
h2it − Arit − yu1
+ τI2it Iitr
it
it

h



i

i


i

r
r
r
r
r
r
+ τw3it W1it
ḣ1it + W2it
+ τw2it yu2
h2it − Arit − yu2
− D3it τw1it yu1
+ τI3it Iitr + Tcit
.
it
it
it

The empirical weekly earnings labour supply functions are specified below.4 Each labour
supply function contains a single endogenous variable Qkit that is a function of the endogenous tax bands and is defined below for each labour supply regime. We adopt the estimation
strategy given in Semykina and Wooldridge (2010) to obtaining the fitted values Q̃kit from
pooled first-stage estimates for each labour supply regime subsample. The empirical labour
supply equations described below are jointly estimated by pooled, non-linear Seemingly Unrelated Regressions with cross-equation restrictions on the parameters α1 and α2 .
4

For the sample mean values used to correct for unobserved heterogeneity in the labour supply equations,
we average only over the time-series for which the individual was in the particular labour supply regime.
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Unconstrained dual job holders

r
(h1it − γ̃1 ) = α1 Q̃1it + θ11 λ̂1it + Z̄1i π11 + u∗11it
(1 − τwit )W1it

(6)

r
(1 − τwit )W2it
(h2it − γ̃2 ) = α2 Q̃1it + θ21 λ̂1it + Z̄1i π21 + u∗21it ,

(7)




"

#

r
r
where Q1it = γ3 − D2it (τw2it − τw1it ) − D3it τw3it yu1
− D3it (τw3it − τw2it )yu2
it
it




r
r
r
) − Tcit
,
+ γ2 W2it
− (1 − τIit )Iitr − τwit Arit − (1 − τwit )(γ1 W1it




r

r

r



Z̄1i = 1, W 1i , W 2i , I i , Agei , Educi , MSi , DPi , π11 , π21 are the corresponding parameter vectors, and u11it , u21it are error terms. The instruments used to generate the fitted values Q̃1it
r
r
are W1it
, W2it
, Iitr , Educit , MSit , DPit , λ̂1it , and Z̄1i .

Unconstrained unitary job holders

(1 −



r
τwit )W1it

α1
(h1it − γ̃1 ) =
Q̃2it + θ12 λ̂2it + Z̄12i π12 + u∗12it
1 − α2




"

(8)

#

r
r
− D3it (τw3it − τw2it )yu2
where Q2it = γ3 − D2it (τw2it − τw1it ) − D3it τw3it yu1
it
it







r

r



r
r
−(1−τIit )Iitr −τwit Arit −γ1 (1−τwit )W1it
−Tcit
, Z̄ = ω i = 1, W 1i , I i , Agei , Educi , MSi , DPi ,
 12i

π12 is the corresponding parameter vector, and u12it is the error term. The instruments used
r
to generate the fitted values of Q̃2it are W1it
, Iitr , Educit , MSit , DPit , λ̂2it , and Z̄12i .

Constrained dual job holders
Constrained dual job holders desiring either fewer or more hours:

(1 −

r
τwit )W2it

α2
Q̃23it + θ23 λ̂23it + Z̄3i π23 + u∗23it (overemployed)
(h2it − γ̃2 ) =
1 − α1

r
(1 − τwit )W2it
(h2it − γ̃2 ) =







(9)

α2
Q̃24it + θ24 λ̂24it + Z̄3i π24 + u∗24it (underemployed), (10)
1 − α1
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"

#

r
r
where Q23it , Q24it =γ3 − D2it (τw2it − τw1it ) − D3it τw3it yu1
− D3it (τw3it − τw2it )yu2
it
it








r
, ḣ1it is the constrained hours
− (1 − τIit )Iitr − τwit Arit − (1 − τwit ) W1it ḣ1it + γ2 W2it − Tcit




r

r

r



on job 1, Z̄3i = 1, W 2i , W 1i ḣ1i , I i , Agei , Educi , MSi , DPi , π23 , π24 are the corresponding
parameter vectors, and u23it , u24it are error terms. The instruments used to generate the
r
r
fitted values of Q̃23it for the overemployed are W1it
, W2it
, Iitr , Educit , MSit , DPit , λ̂23it , and

Z̄3i . For the underemployed the instruments used to generate the fitted values of Q̃24it are
r
r
, Iitr , Educit , MSit , DPit , λ̂24it , and Z̄3i .
, W2it
W1it

6

Counterfactual Income Tax Policy

In order to fully estimate the effects of counterfactual increases in the marginal tax rates on
labour earnings in the context of dual job holding with and without hours constraints on the
main job (job 1), it essential that one take account of a myriad of feedback effects. These
include the policy labour supply effects on earnings which in turn impact taxable income.
Taxable income affects one’s tax band as well as tax credits and child tax credits/benefits,
etc. Unfortunately, these relationships are highly nonlinear so consequently there are no
simple closed (reduced) form solutions for the outcome variables.
We capture the feedback loop effects of counterfactual changes in the income tax structure
on labour supply by using simulation methodology based on the Gauss-Seidel algorithm for
numerically solving a large set of nonlinear equations. This approach is applied to each of the
labour supply regimes and can be used to simulate over any year or historical period. The
equation residuals (û) are added to the equations with the tax policy change so that the final
tax effects can be calculated as the difference between the policy (counterfactual) solution
values of the labour supply variables and the control solution (actual historical) values of
these variables. As in the case of conventional two-stage least squares, these residuals are
calculated using the original values of the endogenous variables Qkit rather than the fitted
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values Q̃kit used in the estimation.
We impose a menu of exogenous changes in the marginal tax rate schedule for labour
income:
(1 + δ)τwit =(1 + δ) (τw1it D1it + τw2it D2it + τw3it D3it )
p
p
p
=τwp 1it D1it
+ τwp 2it D2it
+ τwp 3it D3it
p
p
p
=1(0 < Ytax
≤ YU 1 )τwp 1it + 1(YU 1 < Ytax
≤ YU 2 )τwp 2it + 1(YU 2 < Ytax
)τwp 3it ,
it
it
it

p
where δ = 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, τwp jit = (1 + δ)τwjit for j = 1, 2, 3, and Ytax
is marginal tax policy
it

induced taxable income.
(n)

(n)

endogenous variable of interest, ∆Xit

∆Xit

< 0.0005, where Xit is an
(n−1)
Xit
(n)
(n−1)
(n)
= Xit − Xit
, and Xit is the value of Xit at the

The simulation convergence criteria are given by

nth iteration. At convergence X p = X (n) ≈ X (n−1) is the value of Xit under the new tax
regime.
Tax effects are calculated for the endogenous variables within each labour supply regime:
(unconstrained dual job holders) h1it , h2it , Ytaxit , τwit , and yitr ;
(unconstrained unitary job holders) h1it , Ytaxit , τwit , and yitr ; and
(constrained dual job holders) h2it , Ytaxit , τwit , and yitr .
Our simulation methodology identifies cases in which an individual moves into a different
income tax band in response to exogenous changes in the marginal tax rate parameters.5

7

Empirical Results

The estimated parameter values for the basic labour supply model and the selection IMR’s
are reported in Table 2. The boundary parameters are obtained from the closest integer
values associated with the sample highest (lowest) observed values of weekly hours worked
5

Details on the tax simulations are documented in a technical appendix available upon request of the
authors.
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on each job (real, after-tax weekly income). The highest weekly hours beyond which utility is
not defined are 81 hours for job 1 and 26 hours for job 2, a maximum of 107 hours per week.
The lowest real, after-tax weekly income below which utility is not defined is £50. The
estimated α parameters from the utility function have the theoretically expected positive
signs and are statistically significant.
All of the estimated selection term parameters were positive and statistically significant.
The parameters were relatively large in magnitude for unconstrained unitary job holders
(171.878) and overemployed dual job holders (250.088). This pattern would suggest that unobserved factors among unconstrained unitary job holders and overemployed dual job holders
are associated with higher expected labour supply as measured by weekly earnings. When
looking at the descriptive statistics in Table 1, part of this pattern might be explained by
1) higher average wage rates on job 1 for unconstrained unitary job holders (£11.58) compared with the average wage rates on job 1 among unconstrained dual job holders (£10.36),
and 2) higher average wage rates on job 2 for overemployed dual job holders (£18.15) compared with the average wage rates on job 2 among unconstrained dual job holders (£14.54).
However, the differences in comparable wage rates are proportionally far less than the proportionate differences in the corresponding estimated selection parameters. This suggests
that the unobservables are associated with stronger preferences for labour supply.
Table 3 reports the simulation results from counterfactual increases in the marginal tax
rates on earnings. The first panel provides the baseline historical means of the outcome
variables. On average the marginal tax rates were 26% for unconstrained workers (unitary
and dual job holders), 24% for underemployed dual job holders, and 28% for overemployed
dual job holders. These realised marginal tax rates are consistent with the corresponding
average annual taxable incomes.
The remaining panels in Table 3 report the simulated values of the outcome variables
arising from counterfactual percent increases (10%, 15%, 20%) in the marginal tax rates. The
realised marginal tax rates would also rise with the counterfactual increases in the statutory
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marginal tax rates. Increases in the marginal tax rates would reduce the weekly hours on
job 1 for unconstrained workers and increase weekly hours on job 2 for dual job holders.
In the case of unconstrained dual job holders, total weekly hours are reduced by increases
in the marginal tax rates because the increases in weekly hours on job 2 are less than the
reductions in weekly hours on job 1.
For dual job holders, changes in annual taxable income and weekly net income induced by
increased marginal tax rates are not always monotonic with respect to the baseline historical
values. Among unconstrained dual job holders, a 10% increase in the marginal tax rates
would increase annual taxable income but a 15% or 20% increase in the marginal tax rates
would reduce annual taxable income relative to the historical values. Weekly net income
on the other hand would monotonically decline with increases in the marginal tax rates.
Among underemployed dual job holders, annual taxable income would be higher than the
historical baseline for every counterfactual increase in the marginal tax rates. On the other
hand, weekly net income would exceed the historical value for 10% and 15% increases in the
marginal tax rates but would be less than the historical value for a 20% increase. In the case
of overemployed workers, annual taxable income would be higher than the historical value
for all 3 counterfactual increases in the marginal tax rates. However, weekly net income is
higher than the historical value only in the case of a 10% increase in the marginal tax rates.
For marginal tax rate increases of 15% and 20%, weekly net income is about the same and
significantly lower, respectively.
The non-monotonicities we observe stem from changes in the composition of the sample
within constrained labour supply regimes. Changes in the marginal tax rates can lead
to changes in labour force participation and to changes in labour supply regimes. When
simulated values of weekly hours are less than 1 hour, we infer that the worker would drop
out of the labour force. It is only possible to make this inference for unconstrained workers
since hours supplied to job 1 are exogenous in the model for constrained job holders. While
some of these workers could drop out of the labour force, we can only observe if their
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simulated weekly hours on job 2 are less than 1 hour. In this case we assume that they
transition to unitary job holding at their previous constrained hours.
The simulation results show that increasing the marginal tax rates would lead to labour
force withdrawals and transitions from dual job holding to unitary job holding for every tax
rate increase we consider. For example a 10% increase in marginal tax rates would yield 1,859
(7.1%) labour force withdrawals among unconstrained unitary job holders and 170 (9.8%)
withdrawals among unconstrained dual job holders. In addition there would be 559 (32.2%)
unconstrained dual job holders transitioning to unitary job holding, 114 (42.5%) instances of
underemployed individuals transitioning to unitary job holding, and 435 (48.1%) instances
of overemployed individuals transitioning to unitary job holding. These figures represent the
totals and percentages observed across all individuals over all time periods. Thus, in principle
it is possible that some individuals could leave and return to the labour force multiple times
as well as transitioning back and forth between dual job holding and unitary job holding.
With larger counterfactual increases in the marginal tax rates, the number and percentages
of labour force withdrawals increase among hours unconstrained workers. A 20% increase
in marginal tax rates would yield a labour force drop out rate (across workers and years) of
11.8% and 14.1% for unconstrained unitary and dual job holders, respectively. Transition
rates to unitary job holding among dual job holders are fairly high and increasing in the
marginal tax rates. These effects are the largest for overemployed dual job holders, reaching
50.1% with a 20% increase in marginal tax rates.
Although our primary focus is on the tax policy simulated values of weekly hours relative
to the historical baseline, it is also interesting to examine how the simulated changes in
labour supply compare across the 3 counterfactual marginal tax rates we consider. In the
case of unconstrained job holders, the reduction in weekly labour supply to job 1 steadily
diminishes with increased marginal tax rates. For dual job holders, the increase in labour
supply to job 2 steadily diminishes with increases in the marginal tax rates. Thus, the overall
labour supply effects of increased marginal tax rates are diminishing with successively higher
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marginal tax rates.
A further advantage of the simulation methodology is that it permits calculation of
elasticities of labour supply with respect to exogenous changes in marginal tax rates (τ ), i.e.

ηhpj τ

=

h̄pj − h̄j
h̄j

! 

1
, j = 1, 2.
δ

These elasticities calculated from the simulation results in Table 3 are reported in Table 4.
The labour supply elasticities on job 1 for unconstrained unitary and dual job holders are
negative, relatively inelastic, and decreasing in magnitude with larger percentage increases
in marginal tax rates. On the other hand, the labour supply elasticities on job 2 for dual
job holders are positive, relatively elastic, and decreasing with larger percentage increases
in marginal tax rates. The job 2 labour supply elasticities are the largest for overemployed
workers. While the hours constraint on job 1 is treated as exogenous, the only change in
job 1 hours possible for constrained dual job holders is to quit job 1 entirely which makes
job 2 become the unitary job. This could account for some of the tax rate induced
increases in job 2 labour supply among dual job holders. Among unconstrained dual job
holders, total labour supply elasticity is relatively inelastic and is largely invariant with
respect to the magnitudes of the percentage increases in marginal tax rates. This is a
reflection of the partial substitution of job 2 hours for job 1 hours seen in Table 3.

8

Summary and Conclusions

While the textbook model of labour supply assumes that individuals hold only one job, the
empirical evidence clearly shows that individuals occasionally hold multiple jobs simultaneously. Within the framework of a unitary job worker, the impact of income taxation on
labour supply is well understood. Still, two open questions have not being completely addressed by the previous literature: (1) if labour supply is limited only to the hours worked on
the main job, what is the tax responsiveness on the second job? (2) How does the presence
24

of hour constraints affect the estimation of such responsiveness? To address both issues, we
build upon existing models of multiple job holding which account for hour constraints to
estimate a model based on the UK tax system (Choe et al., 2018).
Because of a piecewise budget constraint generated by a tiered tax system, workers whose
hours-wage combinations in the neighborhood of a kink can move to their optimal income
tax bracket by adjusting their intensity to work. Under this scenario, the tax rate itself
becomes endogenous. Also, the possibility of moving to a different labour supply regime
following a change in the tax schedule implies that the impact of a discrete change in the
income tax rate cannot be approximated by a simple coefficient from labour supply function
estimates. Hence we use the Gauss-Siedel algorithm to simulate the impact of a change in
the taxation regime on the labour efforts of male workers in the UK.
We find that a more aggressive tax system would reduce the individual’s work attachment,
with some dual job holders dropping the second job and some unitary and dual job holders
dropping out of the labour market altogether. However, while we observe a reduction in
weekly labour supply following an increase in the tax rate, weekly labour supply to the
second job actually increases for the same change in the tax rate. Since, on average, the sum
of the simulated hours worked on all jobs decreases from the baseline historical value, we
conclude that raising income tax rates in the UK would reduce overall work effort (both at
the intensive and extensive margins) and lead dual job holders to shift some working time
from job 1 to job 2.
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Unconstrained

4683
25784

0.02
0.10
0.07
0.26
0.28
0.08
0.18
0.60
0.72
102.01
28.71

40.41
0.00
69.81
379.35
9.38
0.00
0.00
33.11

726
2677

(0.14)
(0.30)
(0.26)
(0.44)
(0.45)
(0.28)
(0.39)
(0.49)
(1.04)
(12.95)
(24.46)

(9.56)
(0.00)
(103.41)
(223.28)
(5.23)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(11.33)
(0.19)
(0.35)
(0.30)
(0.42)
(0.43)
(0.23)
(0.39)
(0.40)
(0.99)
(12.27)
(18.09)
2353
15558

0.04
0.15
0.10
0.23
0.25
0.06
0.19
0.80
0.70
102.59
25.40

47.30
(9.23)
0.00
(0.00)
67.08 (126.96)
575.73 (341.04)
12.32
(6.89)
0.00
(0.00)
0.00
(0.00)
40.75 (10.90)

Unitary job holders
Underemployed Overemployed

(0.21)
(0.33)
(0.27)
(0.42)
(0.46)
(0.27)
(0.35)
(0.47)
(1.02)
(11.50)
(18.28)

0.01
0.10
0.05
0.35
0.32
0.06
0.10
0.56
0.66
100.31
27.15

89
268

(0.11)
(0.30)
(0.22)
(0.48)
(0.47)
(0.24)
(0.31)
(0.50)
(0.92)
(12.74)
(20.19)

(10.53)
(5.71)
(90.82)
(167.51)
(3.74)
(89.50)
(13.20)
(10.66)

0.06
0.16
0.09
0.23
0.27
0.06
0.14
0.77
0.84
101.87
26.60

173
905

(0.23)
(0.36)
(0.28)
(0.42)
(0.44)
(0.24)
(0.35)
(0.42)
(1.06)
(12.43)
(16.90)

45.30
(8.88)
6.74
(5.65)
64.59 (103.38)
510.14 (347.36)
11.38
(6.68)
91.35 (112.91)
18.15 (18.10)
38.44 (10.30)

Dual job holders
Underemployed Overemployed

(8.88)
38.87
(6.01)
6.95
(108.22) 69.32
(243.17) 318.91
(5.61)
8.16
(87.96) 68.21
(15.12) 12.06
(11.47) 31.57

381
1736

0.04
0.12
0.08
0.23
0.30
0.08
0.14
0.68
0.74
101.00
26.17

41.95
7.04
71.64
430.85
10.36
75.82
14.54
36.34

Unconstrained

Notes: Based on British Household Panel Survey (1991-2008). All income variables are gross figures with prices in 2008.

Number of individuals
Number of observations

Weekly hours worked on job 1 43.05
(8.20)
Weekly hours worked on job 2 0.00
(0.00)
Weekly non-labour income
68.21 (111.63)
Weekly earnings on job 1
494.53 (278.40)
Wage rate on job 1
11.58
(6.27)
Weekly earnings on job 2
0.00
(0.00)
Wage rate on job 2
0.00
(0.00)
Age
37.90 (11.92)
Educational attainment
Higher degree (omitted)
0.04
(0.19)
1st degree
0.13
(0.34)
HND, HNC, teaching
0.09
(0.28)
A level
0.24
(0.43)
O level
0.26
(0.44)
CSE
0.07
(0.25)
None of these
0.17
(0.38)
Married (=1)
0.71
(0.45)
Number of children
0.67
(0.98)
Tax allowance
102.70 (12.03)
Tax credit
25.85 (20.13)

Variable

Table 1: Summary Statistics: Mean (SD)

Table 2: Weekly Labor Supply Model Estimates

Boundary Parameters
γb1

81

γb2

26

γb3

50
Weekly Earnings Labor Supply Parameters

b1
α

0.073∗
(0.000)
0.128∗
(0.001)
53.563∗
(2.585)
56.020∗
(3.759)
171.878∗
(4.794)
250.088∗
(3.321)
2.390†
(1.293)

b2
α

θb11
θb21
θb12
θb23
θb24
Log likelihood
N

-1.1e+06
46928

Notes: Pooled data from BHPS 1991-2008; All income variables are expressed
in 2008 prices; Estimated standard errors in parentheses are bootstrap estimates from 200 replications that account for all estimation steps, including
the estimation of multinomial logit regression and boundary parameters.; ∗
and † indicate significance at 1, and 5 percent levels respectively; Time averaged explanatory variables are included - complete results available from
authors.
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30
25784

22324.81
0.30
395.21
3036 (11.8%)

39.43

22719.89
0.29
405.96
2327 (9.0%)

40.07

23101.20
0.28
416.51
1859 (7.1%)

40.70

δ = 20%

δ = 15%

δ = 10%

1736

37.14
9.77
24659.46
0.30
438.04
259 (14.1%)
518 (29.8%)

37.64
9.81
25009.13
0.29
447.93
202 (11.6%)
552 (31.8%)

38.19
9.84
25318.03
0.28
458.78
170 (9.8%)
559 (32.2%)

Baseline Historical Values
43.05
41.95
7.04
24213.76
25094.86
0.26
0.26
448.95
459.69

Unconstrained

905

453 (50.1%)

119 (44.4%)
268

9.61
31063.89
0.34
508.55

443 (49.0%)

117 (43.7%)

8.74
19773.40
0.29
368.79

9.77
31241.85
0.33
517.72

435 (48.1%)

114 (42.5%)

8.91
19872.18
0.28
373.85

9.91
31409.96
0.31
526.74

6.74
29657.05
0.28
518.45

9.10
19996.47
0.27
379.37

6.95
18834.34
0.24
371.52

Dual job holders
Underemployed Overemployed

Notes: Based on British Household Panel Survey (1991-2008). All income variables are gross figures with prices in 2008.

N of observations

Weekly hours worked on job 1
Weekly hours worked on job 2
Annual taxable income
Marginal tax rate
Weekly net income
Transitioning to OLF
Transitioning to unitary job

Weekly hours worked on job 1
Weekly hours worked on job 2
Annual taxable income
Marginal tax rate
Weekly net income
Transitioning to OLF
Transitioning to unitary job

Weekly hours worked on job 1
Weekly hours worked on job 2
Annual taxable income
Marginal tax rate
Weekly net income
Transitioning to OLF
Transitioning to unitary job

Weekly hours worked on job 1
Weekly hours worked on job 2
Annual taxable income
Marginal tax rate
Weekly net income

Unitary job holders
Unconstrained

Table 3: Tax Simulation Results

31
-0.42

25784

Job 1
Job 2
Job 1 + Job 2

N of observations

1736

100 × δ = 20%
-0.57
1.94
-0.21

100 × δ = 15%
-0.68
2.62
-0.21

100 × δ = 10%
-0.90
3.98
-0.20

Unconstrained

268

1.29

1.88

3.09

905

2.13

3.00

4.70

Dual job holders
Underemployed Overemployed

Notes: Based on British Household Panel Survey (1991-2008). All income variables are gross figures with prices in 2008.

-0.46

-0.55

Job 1
Job 2
Job 1 + Job 2

Job 1
Job 2
Job 1 + Job 2

Unitary job holders
Unconstrained

Table 4: Labor Supply Tax Elasticities

